
Hoonah Obstruction Survey 
Project notes – June 28, 2016 

 
Memo for Scott Gray and Dan Ignatov 

 
 
The FAA classifies the Hoonah Airport as “B-II” using a system called Airport Reference Code (ARC) 
 
Using the table below, the FAA “Category” and “Design Group” are explained: 
 

 
http://aireform.com/faas-airport-reference-codes/ (accessed June 28, 2016) 
 
 
The Airport Reference Code further defines how the as-built surveys and other mapping data are 
created, including the Runway Protection Zone (RPZ). 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=airportdivision.pdf (accessed June 28, 2016) 
 
Some of the features mapped are the FAR Part 77 Surfaces.  These are imaginary surfaces for each 
runway and trapezoids at the end of each runway for the “primary surface”, the “approach surface”, and 
the “transitional surface”. 
 

http://aireform.com/faas-airport-reference-codes/
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=airportdivision.pdf


 
Figure 1.  Example of Primary Surface and Approach Surface trapezoids for Hoonah runway 6-24. 
 
 
Using the existing Airport Layout Plan (ALP), I calculated that the Approach Surface for HNH runway 6-24 
is a trapezoid with: 

 5.5° spread from the runway centerline (11° total), at a  

 2.8624° approach glide path (20:1 approach or 5% grade), and a 

 8.1201° for perpendicular runway approach ( 7:1 approach or 14.286% grade) 
 
Note the Hoonah ALP is out of date.  The runway was extended to the east, and the runway numbers 
were updated to 6/24 because changes in the magnetic declination. 



 
Figure 2.  Primary Surface and Approach Surface trapezoids in red for Hoonah runway 6-24. 
 
 
Obstructions are features that impinge on the imaginary surfaces, and are typically towers, utility/light 
poles, buildings, and transient obstacles such as cranes.  These obstructions are noted in the ALP, with 
the obstruction’s elevation, and this information is then reported to the FAA. 
 
However, trees that are determined to be an obstruction in the imaginary surface, especially the 
approach surface, are the responsibility of the airport owner to monitor and remove, and are not 
required to be reported to the FAA.  (Can we confirm this?) 
 



  
Figure 3.  Obstructions with Elevations for Hoonah airport. 
 
  
There are now several tree obstructions located on airport property at the west end of the 6/24 
approach surface. These trees likely have grown into the approach surface since it was last surveyed.  It 
is recommended that these trees be cut down. 
 



 
Figure 4.  Tree obstructions as red triangles in the west approach surface. 
 
There were no tree obstructions identified in the east approach.  The tree identified in the old ALP was 
likely removed when the runway was extend to the east. 
 



 
Figure 5.  Tree obstructions as red triangles in the west approach surface in red. 
 
  



The next three graphics show the East and West runway terrain centerline profiles in red, with the blue 
triangle representing the 2.86° slope (20:1).  The ends of each runway are approximately six meters 
above sea level and the units are meters.  Note the vertical scale changes from profile to profile which 
affects the shape of the blue triangle for the approach surface. 
 

 
Figure 6.  Profile of east approach in blue (2.86°) – with no obstructions in the centerline. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7.  Profile of west approach in blue (2.86°) – with no obstructions in the centerline. 
 
 



 
Figure 8.  Profile of west approach in blue (2.86°), southern edge – with obstructions above blue line.  
Note the exaggerated vertical scale affecting the blue approach surface. 
 
The image below is taken from the west towards the Hoonah airport approach surface.  The trees 
obstructing the surface are circled in yellow on the south side of the approach trapezoid. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Tree obstructions on south side of west approach.   



Uploaded Files 
 
A file of the trees listed by GPS coordinates and in a Garmin GPX format is below.  And accessible using 
this link:  https://www.snap.uaf.edu/webshared/KWCunningham/Hoonah/Trees_Garmin.gpx 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<gpx version="1.1" creator="GDAL 2.0.0dev" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns="http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/1" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/1 
http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/1/gpx.xsd"> 
<metadata><bounds minlat="58.092808539150930" minlon="-135.429756174787490" maxlat="58.093427975873333" 
maxlon="-135.426376241259850"/></metadata>               
<wpt lat="58.093427975873333" lon="-135.42637624125985"> 
  <name>MyMarker 0</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093330608725083" lon="-135.42678303045233"> 
  <name>MyMarker 1</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093280367608031" lon="-135.42722128131055"> 
  <name>MyMarker 2</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093208625424872" lon="-135.42743427836956"> 
  <name>MyMarker 3</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093155015890261" lon="-135.4276033718983"> 
  <name>MyMarker 4</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093197904462166" lon="-135.42786170989422"> 
  <name>MyMarker 5</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093143060957033" lon="-135.42799693122336"> 
  <name>MyMarker 6</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093128426060247" lon="-135.42838561637819"> 
  <name>MyMarker 7</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.093074271868005" lon="-135.42860597675582"> 
  <name>MyMarker 8</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.09297985126733" lon="-135.4289203692752"> 
  <name>MyMarker 9</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.092927390665807" lon="-135.42912560604469"> 
  <name>MyMarker 10</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.092890583134107" lon="-135.42932297207994"> 
  <name>MyMarker 11</name> 
</wpt> 
<wpt lat="58.09280853915093" lon="-135.42975617478749"> 
  <name>MyMarker 12</name> 
</wpt> 
</gpx> 

 
 
 
 

https://www.snap.uaf.edu/webshared/KWCunningham/Hoonah/Trees_Garmin.gpx


A ZIP file with the raster Digital Surface Models (DSM) are available at this link: 
 
https://www.snap.uaf.edu/webshared/KWCunningham/Hoonah/HNH%20DSM%20meters.zip 
 
Note the files in meters and broken into models for the eastern and western portion of the runways.  
The models are in a TIFF (use in ARC/GIS) and as QT Modeler format. 
 
 

  

https://www.snap.uaf.edu/webshared/KWCunningham/Hoonah/HNH%20DSM%20meters.zip


Miscellaneous Notes 
 
Elevation at west end is 19.03 feet AMSL 
 
Direction is 6/24 (magnetic variation 20 degree East) 
Runway heading:  058 magnetic, 078 true 
 
Length is 3,367 feet or 1026 meters (old length 2,997 feet or 913 meters) 
Width is 75 feet (23 meters) (75 feet from GCP) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoonah_Airport 
 
Previously Reported Runway 6 Obstructions 
220 ft. trees, 1226 ft. from runway, 356 ft. right of centerline, 4:1 slope to clear 
Previously Reported Runway 24 Obstructions 
148 ft. tree, 527 ft. from runway, 225 ft. right of centerline, 2:1 slope to clear 
http://www.airnav.com/airport/paoh 
 
VFR Map 

 
http://vfrmap.com/?type=vfrc&lat=58.096&lon=-135.409&zoom=10 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoonah_Airport
http://www.airnav.com/airport/paoh
http://vfrmap.com/?type=vfrc&lat=58.096&lon=-135.409&zoom=10

